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HIGH TEMPO PRACTICES 
& PRACTICE DRILLS 

Our philosophy is to create the highest possible tempo during our practices. 
We feel we are able to accomplish the following objectives by practicing at 
top tempo: 

* We are able to approximate or exceed game speed and conditions. This 
forces our people to improve execution of technical skills. 

* Some of our drills, partly because of tempo and partly because of design, 
are chaotic. The chaos overloads the mental capacities of our people. 
Games are seldom as chaotic as our practices. Our players are forced to 
apply offensive and defensive concepts constantly. All this helps to 
increase the level of player confidence in game situations. 

* The tempo of our drills allows us to achieve a conditioning effect. Our 
practices are such that we dont have to run special conditioning drills at 
the end of practice. 

We believe that by practicing at the highest possible speeds under the most 
complex conditions conceivable, we improve the chances of our players 
reacting correctly and executing properly during a game. 

Often, we attempt to create tempo between drills by having our players take 
quick laps in transition from one drill to the net. This keeps players sharp 
mentally and helps to develop their intensity. Intensity is a must in college 
hockey. Without intense players, it is difficult to compete successfully. 
Again, if practices are intense and players are expected to perform with 
intensity at practice, the chances of intense performance during a game are 
increased. 



TEMPO 

Speed - Quickness - Duration 

TIMING OF REPETITIONS 

* Number of players an the ice 
* Number of players based on position 
* Dag of the week 

HOW TO INCREASE TEMPO 

* Chasers; chasers must have a purpose for chasing 
*Competition; Rewards/Punishiment - Push-ups, clean the locker room, 

etc. 
* Laps between drills - Laps with stops and starts 
* Pressure versus flow - transition 
*Time constraints; manager on the clock - 3 reps in 40 seconds 
* Numerical constraints; 5 vs. 6, 7 vs. 7, etc. 
* Space constraints; hoses, tires 

EVALUATION OF PRACTICES 

It is important to constantly evaluate your practices respective of tempo. 
If high tempo is your goal, look for and eliminate drills or elements of 
drills which slow the pace. Be careful of over-verbalizing if the 
objective is tempo. Too much talking will sabotage your objective. 
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STAGGERED 1 X 1: This drill 
emphasizes 1 x 1 rush def-
ense, backchecking, and 
defensernen hustling to get 
involved in the offense after 
playing a defensive situa-
tion. Perhaps it's greatest 
attribute is that it creates 
a high tempo in practice. 

The drill begins on the whi-
stle w/DI passing to Fl. Fl 
must reach bottom line of 
the center circle. D1 plays 
Flint 1z1 situation. After .  

F I shoots Or the play has 
been stopped, the coach will 
blow the whistle. This starts 
D3 and F3 at the opposite 
end. Dl now must get up ice 
to join F3 in the attack. Fl 
must backcheck on D1 so 
that the situation remains 
numerically even. Most 
situations will evolve as 2z2 
but some will be 2z 1 . The 
coach will blow the whistle 
after F3 and D1 make their 
play. This starts D2 and F2 
with D3 joining the attack 
and F3 backchecking, and so 
on. 
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STAGGERED 2X 1: This vari-
ation of the preceding drill 
emphasizes many of the same 
things but adds one impor-
tant element - recognizing 
who to pick up on the back-
check. In order to achieve 
this, verbal communication 
is always important. 

Dl possess to F 1 and F2 who 
attack DI in a 2z1 situation. 
At some point the coach will 
blow the whistle. This will 
start 03, F3, and F4. This is 
also the signal for Fl and F2 
to backcheck and for DI to 
jump into the offense. 

As F1 and F2 backcheck, the 
must communicate so that 
one of them checks a forware 
and the other checks DI . 03 
must also communicate with 
the nearest backchecker so 
that one checks F3 and the 
other F4. Usually the drill 
evolves into a 3z3 rush situ-
ation but good offensive 
transition will result in a 
322 rush. 



WALSH1E 2 X 1: Forwards are positioned in all four corners. The Defense-
men are in the neutral zone. The drill begins with two forwards from the 
same corner attacking a defenseman 2 vs. I. A forward from the opposite 
corner backchecks on the two attacking forwards trying to make the 2z1 
into a 2z2. Once the rush is over, the backchecking forward peels toward 
either corner, receives a pass from the first forward in that line and they 
begin a 2z1 attack. The forward in the opposite corner must backcheck. 



WAISHIE 3X2: 
The format for this drill is iden-
tical to the previous except that 
now 2 F's attack with the back-
checker from the previous rush. 
There is still only one backcheck-
er so that the best numerical 
situation for the defenders is 0 

3x2. The worst scenario would be 
a 3x1. 
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2X2 ROTATION: 
This drill begins with a simple 
2x2 rush initiated by a pass from 
e coach. The two attacking F's 
are followed by two offensive 
D's. After the rush, the F's must 
etrieve a puck, pass to the D's, 

then get to the front. The D's 
shoot, then they must field the 
rush of the next two forwards 
coming up ice. 
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MICHIGAN TECH 2X2: 
Forwards are placed in all four 
corners and the defensemen are in 
the neutral zone. On cue, two for-
wards come out of one end and are 
confronted by two D who slide out 
from the n-zone. On the coach's 
whistle, the F's pass the puck 
back to two other D who have 
slid out. The two F's regroup with 
one F stretching and the other F 
coming beck to the puck. The two 
offensive D then make a pass to 

one of the two forwards who continue their attack 2)(2. This is a greet drill to teach 
defensemen to recapture their ice and gap tightly against attacking forwards. 



OILER 4X4: 

The drill begins with a 3x2 rush. 
The coach allows the rush to pro-
gress into the offensive zone all-
owing the forwards a shot on goal. 
At that point, he blows the 
whistle. A new puck is passer 
a new unit of three forwards gu-
ing in the other direction. Two 
defensemen step out to play the 
new rush. Two forwards from the 
intial rush must beckcheck and 

one of the defenseman who fielded the initial rush jumps up to join the attack. From then 
on, there will always be two of three forwards beckchecking and one of two o jumping up 
into the offense. The first diagram on this page illustrates the first phase of this drill. 
The 	

the coach blows the whistle to start 
the next rush. This drill forces 
defensemen to read the rush. It 
forces forwards to backcheck and 
identify who they will cover. It 
forces communication between 
defenders in identifying and lock-
ing on to checks. The drill is also 
a transition type drill which re-
wards those who rapidly change 
over from offense to defense and 
vice verse. • Offensively, this 	'1 
teaches defensemen to jump Li'. 
into the attack. 
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5z3 NEUTRAL ZONE DEF. DRILL 
This drill emphasizes correct 
positioning in a team's neu-
tral zone forecheck and upon 
forcing a turnover, it empha-
sizes counterattacking skills. 

The drill begins with a unit of 
5 executing a breakout from 
one end. A group of three 
players (1Fvrd and 2 Del) 
are waiting for the unit of 5 
at the far blue line. When a 
puck carrier in the unit of 5 
reaches the center red line, 
the puck is passed to one of 
the two Defensemen at the 
far blue line. The unit of 3, 
XD, XD, XF attempt to get to 
the red line and dump the 
puck in or carry it in if pos-
sible. 
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Once the puck is possessed by 
the unit of 3, the unit of 5 
executes it's neutral zone 
defense which should result 
In a turnover. The unit of 
5 then counterattacks. The 
unit of 5 continues to attack 
In the offensive zone until 
the whistle blows. This mean: 

%:\ACar 	that more than one puck will 
be used in the offensive zone. 
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5 PUCK DZC DRILL: 
The drill goes for approximately 
30 seconds. The coach positions 
himself in the middle of the 
end zone and has five puck in his 
hand. Every time he blows thP 
whistle, he will throw out a 	v 
puck. The player must forget the 
old puck and immediately exe-
cute defepsive zone coverage 
based on the position of the new 
puck. 

GRANT'S FUNNEL DRILL: 
The purpose of this drill is to 
teach players how to funnel back 
into their defensive zone coverage 
responsibilities off a backcheck 
situation. All the players start in 
the area around the center red lin( 
On the whistle, the offensive 
unit of five attacks against two 
defenseman. After the offensive 
people have started the attack, 
a unit of three forwards back-
checks by coming through the mid 

die protecting the slot before moving to a defensive zone coverage responsibility. On 
next whistle, all ten players come back to the neutral zone. The offensvle forwards have 
to come as far as the blue line and the defensive forwards must touch the center circle 
with their skates. The coach throws the attackers a puck. Three repetitions. 
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NEUTRAL ZONE DEF. WITH 
BACKCHECKERS COMING OFF 
THE BENCH: 
A unit of five breaks out of one 
end and begins to attack through 
the neutral zone against two 
defensemen. On the whistle, the 
forwards on the unit of five will 
throw the puck back to their def-
ensemen and begin a regroup. At 
that point, three backchecking 
and forechecking forwards come 
off the bench end either lore-
check or lock on to a man. The 
drill continues into the offensivE 
zone. 
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5 PUCK NEUTRAL ZONE 
SCRIMMAGE: 
There are two units of five who 
are positioned in the neutral 
zone. The coach throws out e puck 
which the units play in a live 
scrimmage. When the coach 
blows the whistle, he throws out 
a new puck. The players react 
to the new puck and forget the 
first. This drill continues 
through five pucks thrown by the 
coach. 
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They receive-a pass from the 
coach. A unit of five players is 
waiting for the three forwards 

The three forwards attempt to get to the red line and dump the puck. The group of five 
must now break the puck out. Two defensemen will come off the bench to support the 
forecheckers so that it is a five on five situation. Once the puck has been broken out of 

the defensive zone, only the two 
def

4 	

''' ensemen who have come off the 
bench are left to play the attack-
ng unit of five which has suc-
esfully  executed a breakout. 
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BREAKOUT INTO 5X2: 
The drill begins with a 5x2 off-
ensive zone situation. Both of the 
defenders are defensemen. The 
coach can throw out several pucks 
for the unit of five to use for 
multiple attempts on goal. Or 
the whistle, the three forwaras 
who have been on the attack 
head back toward the other end. 
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TRANSITION INTO D—ZONE 
COVERAGE: Unit of 5 retrieves 
a puck and initiates a breakout 
without resistance. Meanwhile, 
another unit of 5 is moving and 
making one touch passes in the 
neutral zone. 

At some point when the unit which 
executed the breakout is passing 
through the neutral zone, the 
coach blows the whistle. The 
whistle means that the unit of 5 
positioned in the neutral zone 
attacks at the end where the 
breakout occured. The unit which 
executed the breakout must now 
leave the puck and backcheck on 
the neutral zone unit. 

The drill is allowed to continue 
into a full 5 vs. 5 scrimmage in 
the defensive zone. It ends when 
the original breakout unit can 
negotiate a second breakout 
against the five opponents or when 
a goal is scored. 

Please be aware that for purposes 
of clarity in the illustration, the 
unit of five in the neutral zone 
is not portaged as moving or pass-
ing the puck whereas in practice, 
they would be skating and passing 
while waiting to attack. 
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